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100 With whom does Eliza share her line-up? Jose 100 What does it mean when you add it to the word? Any way. 100 What does the word cruel mean? harsh 100 How do Jose and Eliza so? They're both from a different country. 200 What was the deal that Jose and Eliza made? Help each other with
English and writing 200 What does the end of the word mean? Full kew. 200 What does the word obvious mean? easily seen, visible/obvious 200 Why does her brother tell her she should watch TV? Learn English. 300 What does Eliza end up at the end of the story? Teacher 300 What does the word
obedient mean and what is a suffix? -ly: follow orders. 300 What does the word confused mean? Ashamed 300 Which animal Eliza fell in love with America? What's different from staying with your grandmother a second time? She's not just visiting. She lives there. 400 What is the suffix and meaning of
the word sincerely? -ly: Honesty 400 What does the word opponents mean? Rival 400 What was Eliza's brother's name? Fransisco 500 One of the themes in history ... It is difficult to adapt to life in a new place. What does this story say is true? Elise is sad, she lived in Puerto Rico, she does not
understand English, she has no friends. 500 What is the suffix and meaning of the word cowardly? -ly: Full of Fear 500 What does this word usually mean? Usually 500 What is the symbol of Jose's native land? quetzal bird Click to enlarge elisa's diary test pdf. journeys elisa's diary test. elisa's diary
journeys comprehension test. elisa's diary vocabulary test. journeys elisa's diary weekly test. elisa's diary grammar test. secret diary elisa testo
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